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a b s t r a c t

ERP systems became popular with large organizations in the 1990s. In the 21st Century, these products
were expanded by addition of supply chain management (SCM) and customer relationship management
(CRM), as well as access through the Web, creating the ERP II concept. Efforts to increase the market led
vendors to serve not only large organizations, but also focus more on small-to-medium sized enterprises
(SMEs).

Open source software has become a player in the field of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.
While it is still unclear to what extent it has diffused among organizations, it is clear that opportunities
exist. New ways of delivering ERP software, such as software as a service (SaaS) have appeared. Some
smaller vendors utilized a free distribution system (Free/Open Source ERP, FOS-ERP) for their source
code, relying on various business models for corporate success. There also have been attempts to gen-
erate FOS-ERP components found on sites such as SourceForge.com that are not only distributed freely,
but also were developed through community participation much as Linux has been developed. Some ERP
vendors use community developed components for various purposes to support their proprietorial
software. Thus one dimension of ERP systems is based upon who directs the development process.
Proprietorial ERP refers to systems with closely held intellectual property rights, such as the leading
market products by SAP and Oracle as well as many smaller proprietorial competitors. FOS-ERP can be
community based, or sponsored by some organization.

In this paper we present a framework that aims at analyzing FOS-ERP business models. Goals include
discussing the differences between FOS-ERP and their proprietary equivalents (P-ERP) in terms of
business models, selection, customization, and evolution. We will discuss challenges and opportunities
that they offer to adopters and vendors.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Open source software (OSS) has existed for several years.
However, it can be stated that OSS impact is just beginning in
many areas. One such area is enterprise resource planning (ERPs)
systems. It can be stated that open source ERP systems have ex-
perienced increased interest, but it is still unclear to what extent
its use has diffused among organizations [1]. What is clear is that
ERP systems became popular with large organizations in the
1990s. In the 21st Century, these products were expanded by ad-
dition of supply chain management (SCM) and customer re-
lationship management (CRM), as well as access through the Web,
creating the ERP II concept. Efforts to increase the market led
vendors to serve not only large organizations, but also focus more
u.br (R.A. De Carvalho).
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on small-to-medium sized enterprises (SMEs). At the same time,
new ways of delivering ERP software, such as software as a service
(SaaS) appeared. Some smaller vendors utilized a free distribution
system (Free/Open Source ERP, FOS-ERP) for their source code,
relying on various business models for corporate success. There
also have been attempts to generate FOS-ERP components found
on sites such as SourceForge.com that are not only distributed
freely, but also were developed through community participation
much as Linux has been developed. Some ERP vendors use com-
munity developed components for various purposes to support
their proprietary software. Thus one dimension of ERP systems is
based upon who directs the development process. Proprietary ERP
refers to systems with closely held intellectual property rights,
such as the leading market products by SAP and Oracle as well as
many smaller proprietorial competitors. FOS-ERP can be commu-
nity based, or sponsored by some organization. In this last case,
West and O'Mahony [2] used the term Sponsored Open Source.

In this paper our purpose is to present a framework for ana-
lyzing FOS-ERP business models. Goals include discussing the
usiness model framework, Robotics and Computer Integrated
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Nomenclature

BI business intelligence
CRM customer relationship management software
ERP enterprise resource planning software
FOS-ERP free open source ERP software
Metropolis model crowdsourced software development model
OSS open source software
OSSg2 second-generation open source software, hybrid be-

tween corporate and sponsored development

approaches
P-ERP proprietary ERP software
P/F model model viewing open source development in terms

of process and filtering
SaaS software as a service – software available over the

Web
SCM supply chain management software
SME small-to-medium sized enterprises
SOA service oriented architecture, computer architecture

capable of accessing software-as-a-service
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differences between FOS-ERP and their proprietary equivalents (P-
ERP) in terms of business models, selection, customization, and
evolution. This can be of use to academics as well as practitioners.
We will discuss challenges and opportunities that they offer to
adopters and vendors. The focus of the paper is on providing a
business model framework for analyzing open source ERP systems.
2. Defining ERPs, proprietary versus open source

ERP systems have provided a great deal of benefit to business
operations by integrating legacy systems, providing greater accu-
racy through combining databases, efficiencies through business
process reengineering, and providing platforms to which added
functionality can be linked [3]. The goal of ERP is to integrate and
consolidate all the systems across an organization into a one sys-
tem that can meet and serve each department's unique needs and
tasks. While we recognize that rarely are all systems integrated,
ERP installation moves toward more centralization of organiza-
tional computer support. Therefore, every aspect of an organiza-
tion's business process need to have a unified application inter-
face, which provides high competitiveness in the market – or at
least makes the organization compete in equal terms to their
competitors that also uses such a system. Enterprises have in-
vested heavily in ERP acquisition while small businesses or en-
trepreneurs often could not see how they could afford such sys-
tems mainly due to its high upfront prices and resources required
to deploy and maintain the system. To attack this niche market of
ERP in the SME sector, vendors have transformed ERPs by adopting
the information technologies that can reduce adoption costs, such
as Web-based modules, as well as created simplified versions of
their systems. FOS-ERP in general has become a viable alternative
[4]. Cereola et al. [5] reported that while large enterprises pri-
marily utilize proprietary ERP systems that are unlikely to migrate
to open-source solutions, SMEs are suitable candidates for open-
source ERP due to their agility and flexibility. Commercial open
source ERP allows modifications to source code enabling firms to
exploit their unique business processes and retain competitive
advantages. Johansson and Sudzina [1] noted that open-source
ERP system interest has exploded, appearing to target SMEs. Poba-
Nzaou and Raymond [6] gave two cases of open-source ERP low-
ering risk for SMEs.

Strategies of ERP development include software as a service
(SaaS), open-source software (OSS) and Service Oriented Archi-
tectures (SOA), as well as hybrids of these. SaaS offers ERP as a
service that clients can access via the Internet. Smaller companies
have spared the expenses associated with software installation,
maintenance and upgrades [7].

2.1. The open source software paradigm

As a reaction on proprietary software development open source
Please cite this article as: D.L. Olson, et al., Open source ERP b
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software (OSS) development started as voluntary participation of
individuals linked by the Internet to develop code. OSS has be-
come a viable means of software creation. The most commonly
understood open source success is the Linux operating system,
used by Dell, Compaq, and IBM as well as many other firms.
MySQL is an open source database management system. Sun Mi-
crosystems have long viewed OSS as a means to develop long-
range market strength [8], although this effort was insufficient to
avoid short-term failure. Other firms, however, have been able to
make OSS work, to include Dell computers [9]. RedHat [10] claims
that OSS can save businesses money by:

1. Enabling use of commodity hardware rather than proprietary
machines;

2. Avoidance of expensive maintenance contracts;
3. Obtaining greater functionality, reliability, and performance;
4. Increasing productivity through a faster learning curve and

availability of support tools;
5. Avoidance of vendor lock-in;
6. Reduction of the need for specialized security consultants and

tools.

Real competition between proprietorial vendor products and
OSS include Microsoft's IIS software vs. OSS Apache in the Web
server software market, MySQL vs. traditional database vendors
such as Oracle and Microsoft, and Intuit's Quicken and Microsoft's
Money vs. the OSS GNU Cash [11].

Open source software may thus become a viable alternative to
proprietary software, with an obvious cost advantage. There are
risks, in that one cannot expect the same level of service with OSS
as with proprietary alternatives. However, support for many OSS
products is available, from such organizations as IBM and Red Hat.
Contemporary software selection thus requires considering the
tradeoffs between OSS and proprietary software.

Weber [12] reviewed industry surveys seeking to identify why
participants gave their time to open source endeavors. The un-
derlying philosophy of OSS is to enhance software reliability and
quality through independent peer review and rapid evolution of
source code. With OSS, developers and users are free to utilize and
modify OSS by accessing open code [11]. OSS projects have become
popular since developers and adopters are able to implement OSS
easily and give feedback promptly.

2.2. Open source software vs. proprietary software

Watson et al. [13] described four models on the spectrum of
ways in which software can be developed. In Proprietary and Open
Communities, software programmers tended to freely exchange
codes. Proprietary firms came to take over, carefully protecting
their programs by selling executable versions, having a closed
approach to software development. The proprietary model domi-
nated the market, leading to firms hiring their own software
usiness model framework, Robotics and Computer Integrated
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developers with strong protection mechanisms. Examples include
Microsoft operating system and Google, developed in-house and
operated with closely controlled code. Some proprietary code is
sold for fees, but some is distributed free, such as IBM Linux code.
The distinguishing characteristic is the limitation of customers to
view and modify the code. Conversely, open communities develop
and support software through voluntary participation. This can be
for a fee, as with MySpace and YouTube, or distributed free, such
as the Linux Kernel or Wikipedia.

A second variant is Corporate Distribution, where many open
source products have been developed, to include Linux. Most
business users would have difficulty interacting directly with open
source developers. Thus an industry has developed including firms
such as Red Hat that create value and collect fees by providing
support to those firms that would like to adopt open source
software products. These firms identify best-of-breed open source
products, improve distribution, and offer complementary services
such as maintenance support.

Yet a third variant is where firms sponsor open source devel-
opment. Under Sponsored Open Source, Apache Software Foun-
dation encourages development of the Apache server and other
open source projects. IBM contributes many developers to the
Apache Web server. IBM released their formerly proprietarily
Eclipse integrated software development environment as open
source, while encouraging their employees to continue develop-
ment work on it. Sun (prior to being acquired by Oracle) was a
heavy sponsor of open source products.

A more recent variant, Second-Generation Open Source
(OSSg2) is a hybrid between corporate distribution and sponsored
open source. Companies generate revenue by providing com-
plementary services, while providing most of the development.
Unlike the corporate distribution model, OSSg2 firms usually do-
not sell licenses, and unlike the sponsored open source model,
they typically retain control over the software code. Examples
include JBoss and MySQL.

The open source software industry has undergone a transfor-
mation. Raymond [14] contrasted the traditional method of de-
velopment with open source approaches. The traditional approach
was referred to by the term cathedral, as cathedrals required strict
and closely controlled organization with many rules and require-
ments. The open source approach was referred to by the term
bazaar, implying a free market of ideas without central planning.
More and more, as the Internet enables widespread participation
of the masses, people have been cooperating in developing new
products, especially in the software arena. The open source
movement has made significant inroads into the field. Benkler [15]
cited open source software as superior in attaining high quality
and dependability in any economy, and providing additional
benefits to developing economies in the form of lower cost, higher
transparency, release from vendor lock-in, and improved devel-
opment of local programming capabilities. Bonaccorsi et al. [16]
surveyed 146 Italian software firms concerning their business
models with respect to adopting open source development. There
is a trade-off in that open source software is free, with a proven
record of reliability and security, and the support of a large com-
munity of talented participants. Negative factors include a relative
lack of compliance with industrial standards, documentation,
maintenance, product updating, and liability responsibility.
Adopting an open source approach reduces the ratio of fixed cost
to total cost, which lowers the breakeven point and risk. However,
potential customer perceptions of reliability need to be overcome.

SourceForge.net is the largest OSS on-line OSS community and
it is the global technology community's hub for information ex-
change about OSS distribution and services, listing approximately
348,000 open-source projects including enterprise software, such
as ERP, business intelligence (BI), CRM, and so on (as of February
Please cite this article as: D.L. Olson, et al., Open source ERP b
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2009). There were over 1000 on-going ERP projects on Source-
Forge.net as of May 7, 2009, overlapping with CRM and SCM
projects. In 2015, there were 56 ERP products listed, with down-
load links. Most have free download options with stronger variants
available for a fee. Usually service, training, and maintenance
packages are also available to provide OSS vendors with revenue
streams. The zero-cost licensing structure of most open source
projects has opened up the acceptance of these products into a
number of previously untapped markets. Among the projects in
SourceForge.net, OpenBravo is an example of successful enterprise
OSS, which has been developed by 82 participants over three years
with more than 970,000 downloads recorded.

However, research on FOS-ERP software is limited, and there
are many aspects differentiating FOS-ERP from proprietary ERP
that are not well understood. Smets-Solanes and de Carvalho [17]
published an early paper on FOS-ERP, describing development of
ERP5. De Carvalho [18] demonstrated that evaluation of FOS-ERP
involves high levels of uncertainty relative to evaluation of pro-
prietary software. OSS has been cited as a source of innovation
[12]. Dreiling et al. [4] cited proprietary motivation to use software
architecture as a means to direct the market to their products,
actually stifling innovation through vendor lock-in.

Another issue is strategic differentiation. Davenport [19] argued
that ERP might not provide strategic benefit to clients if all clients
adopted the same system. De Carvalho [18] pointed out that pro-
prietary software restricts real differentiation and raises customi-
zation costs more than FOS-ERP.

We see a spectrum of ERP products, with high-end proprietary
products like SAP and Oracle dominating the large organization
market, and completely internally developed systems at the other
extreme. There are many proprietary competitors to SAP and
Oracle, with Microsoft notably seeking a niche with medium-sized
organizations through pricing. There are a variety of forms of free
open source ERP products around too, as indicated by Johansson
and Sudzina [20]. Dreiling et al. [4] differentiated products in this
realm on the dimensions of open or closed (proprietary) devel-
opment along with variants of what “free” implies in distribution
of the product, suggesting three variants:

1. Proprietorial development, free distribution (with various
business models for more functionality);

2. Open development, commercial distribution (possibly
OpenMFG);

3. Open development, open distribution (possibly GNU ERP).
3. Open source ERP

Recently, ERP vendors have realized that open source systems
(OSS) have capabilities, both as a source of content for vendors as
well as a threat to the proprietary enterprise system market share
from competitors based on OSS development or delivery [21].
Open source ERP systems are used by firms such as Home Depot,
Toyota, and Fidelity [12]. There is a market of open source ERP
products, to include Compiere, and OpenMFG. Recently, as open-
source projects became more popular, there have been some
studies on OSS ERPs. As ERPs are commonly implemented by or-
ganizations, it is hard to attain competitive advantage through
implementation of ERP [22]. Jaisingh et al. [11] analytically com-
pared software developed through open source and closed source.
They cited open source software as emerging as a significant al-
ternative to closed source software in the server market, in office
productivity tools, accounting software, and database systems.
They argued that the primary difference between these two
sources of software was that in OSS, source code is accessible to all,
and that OSS can benefit from modifications and improvements
usiness model framework, Robotics and Computer Integrated
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from all participating programmers. They concluded that OSS was
eliminating motivation for innovation by proprietorial firms in
markets where there was only one closed source competitor (such
as Web servers), but not when there were multiple closed source
competitors (as in database systems, where proprietary products
attract organizations with large scale database uses, and OSS
dominates for small and large firms with simpler database
applications).

3.1. OSS ERP products

Dörner et al. [23] cite open source projects such as Adampiere
ERP Business Suite to have yielded high quality results, due to the
ability of all participants to see the code, to reuse code, and to
branch to new projects through forking. Even major ERP vendors
such as SAP and Oracle have switched to service-oriented archi-
tectures, making it easier to program add-ons. Johansson and
Sudzina [6] classified open-source software into community (de-
veloped by the open-source community and so-licensed) and
commercial (software owned by a for-profit organization but with
source code available to user, with for-profit organization retaining
copyright) categories.

There are open source developed and freely distributed ERP
products like GNU Enterprise. There are many more company
sponsored FOS-ERP to include Compiere, ERP5, OpenMFG, and SQL
Ledger, that have achieved some success, owned and developed by
a for-profit entity. Some of these company sponsored products
were at least partially developed through open-source participa-
tion (community), but others were developed internally. Thus the
spectrum of products is complicated a bit. SAP was originally de-
veloped internally, and distributed with closed source code (an
example of completely proprietary). There are many products that
were developed internally but are distributed for free (Compiere is
an example). Other products may involve utilization of open de-
velopment for improvements (like IBM, SAP encourages employ-
ees to participate in open projects with the intent of developing
improved modifications of portions of their systems). At the other
extreme, GNU Enterprise is openly developed under a license that
is open. However, this extreme seems dubious as a viable business
model.

To demonstrate the relative success of free ERP products dis-
tributed by commercial firms, we note relative downloads from
SourceForge.com. Johansson and Sudzina [1] presented data on
downloads of six open source ERP products. However, it is im-
portant to note that, given that downloads are for free, the number
of downloads gives an indication of success, but, it is very hard to
check how many of these downloads became deployments. In fact,
for P-ERP, to check the number of users is a question of counting
the number of contracts in the partner network. For FOS-ERP, the
network has formal (partners of the developer company, in the
case of Sponsored FOS-ERP) and informal partners, as well as,
companies that download and use the system by themselves.

Other OSS ERPs listed by Stoilov and Stoilova [24] include CK-
ERP, ERP5, Fisterra, Hipergate, iPyME, Jerpa, OfBiz, and SugarCRM.
These authors compared the functionality of Compiere, TinyERP
(now part of ODOO), and OfBiz, highlighting the variety of func-
tionality provided by various systems. Leina [25] reported a case of
Compiere customization by a SME in China, finding that OSS
makes IT affordable for Chinese SMEs by reducing cost across the
board, as well as providing transparency, avoiding vendor lock-in,
and providing flexibility in options provided. Baharum et al. [26]
interviewed two Malaysian SMEs about their experience with OSS
ERP. The business driver as would be expected was financial
benefit, but the ability to customize was also present. Barriers to
overcome included database migration, synchronization of soft-
ware to company workflow, developing user interfaces and user
Please cite this article as: D.L. Olson, et al., Open source ERP b
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support, and integrating third-party software. Leina et al. also
conducted a survey of other Chinese SMEs to identify barriers to
OSS ERP implementations.

OSS ERPs allow SMEs' access to ERP. The benefits of applying
OSS are as follows [27]: (1) Increased adaptability: Since ERP is not
plug and play, implementation processes are necessary to match
the company's business processes and local regulations. Having
full access to the ERP source code is beneficial. (2) Decreased re-
liance on a single supplier: Proprietary ERPs impose heavy reliance
on maintenance from vendors and distributors. (3) Reduced costs:
Proprietary ERP licenses are expensive. OSS ERPs' average im-
plementation costs are at between one-sixth and one-third of the
costs for typical proprietary ERPs. However, total cost of owner-
ship is difficult to estimate. There are costs in both proprietary and
open ERPs for internal IT staff, for training users and staff, and
impact on organizational operations through reengineering busi-
ness processes. Almost every article published recognizes the need
for consideration of total cost of ownership, but there is no con-
vincing empirical evidence of relative advantage. Each organiza-
tion would face their own context, and if they do actually measure
total cost of ownership, they are unlikely to be motivated to share
accurate numbers.

3.2. Open source business models

Raymond [14] gave nine basic open source business models for
software development. All methods involve development cost
reduction through use of open source communities, and genera-
tion of revenues through indirect sales:

1. Cost sharing: This can be done by the company joining or es-
tablishing an open source community at the sacrifice of sales. A
variant is a community source model where end user organi-
zations jointly develop applications intended for use by all
participants.

2. Risk spreading: Risk spreading refers to offering software as
open source, enabling the developing organization to share
maintenance work with the community of participating soft-
ware engineers. Sales are again sacrificed, but this form is
especially attractive for software to be used internally.

3. Loss leader (or market positioned): Developing companies can
offer free software as a loss leader, with the aim of inducing
sales for related products (software or service).

4. Widget frosting: This approach targets hardware manu-
facturers, seeking to have them add your software to their
product.

5. Give away the recipe, open a restaurant: Distribute the software
without charge, offering associated services for a fee. Examples
include JBoss's distribution of their open source products
without charge, relying upon support contracts for revenue, and
the subscription model used by RedHat and Linux who offer
annual service agreements bundled with open source software,
customer support, or software updates.

6. Accessorize: Distribute the software without charge, offering
associated products for a fee. An example is SugarCRM, which
distributes basic open source products without charge, but of-
fers proprietary versions or extensions for a fee. Another form of
hybridization is exhibited by MySQL, offering dual licenses.

7. Free the software, sell the present: Sell the software with a date
of expiration, after which the software will become open source.
This offers proprietary software, giving users the ability to tailor
it to their needs once the expiration date ensues.

8. Free the software, sell the brand: Distribute the software
without charge, but with associated compatibility standards.
Revenues are generated through compatibility validation tests
and statements.
usiness model framework, Robotics and Computer Integrated
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Table 1
Clusters of the P–F Model in OSS ERP.

Process Filtering Implication OSS ERP products

Model 1 Limited Limited Free software, no user
participation

Compiere
Nexedi
Openbravo
Fisterra
others

Model 2 Open Limited Hybrid collaboration OpenMFG
Model 3 Limited Open Competition Internal knowledge

management
Model 4 Open Open User participation in

production, filtering
External knowledge
management
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9. Free the software, sell the content: Distribute the software
without charge, but with fees for content. This can include
vendors selling and supporting hardware devices or appliances
including open source software as complementary products.
Mazu Networks offer a network security product under this
model. The open source software component is a com-
plementary product.

Kazman and Chen [28] proposed a Metropolis Model for
crowdsourced systems, relating to both software development and
to general business. They stated the world was also contended to
be moving to service orientation as opposed to traditional product
orientation. This is an undeniable trend, where tangible products
need to consider service aspects in order to make any sales. Kaz-
man and Chen [28] see the implications of this new approach to
creating products emphasizing crowd management, and separa-
tion of kernel content and peripheral components. The require-
ments process needs to be much less formal, as it evolves rather
than following a carefully laid out plan. There is a need to focus on
architecture to provide a structure under which commons-based
activity can fruitfully evolve. Testing is much better, given the
many participants that check on content.

Software development firms have the opportunity to utilize
open source bazaars. This is attractive because of higher reliability
and quality, as well as cost advantages. How this develops into a
sustainable profit-making operation for firms remains to be seen.
Furthermore, many large firms such as Sun and IBM have en-
couraged their employees to participate, creating a new motiva-
tion for participation. This muddles the differentiation between
community and commercial development somewhat.

Open source technology makes possible cooperative develop-
ment of information technology tools, making it possible to use
small bits of functionality developed by others and tested by the
market rather than having to develop everything yourself. Open
source products have been developed for financial applications
[29], marketing applications [30], and many other fields.

Economides and Katsamakas [31] found that the OSS industry
is more lucrative than the proprietary software industry when
adopters have weak needs for platform while they want strong
applications or customization, reinforcing the tendency to grow
the service side of software. In this regard, OSS and proprietary
software complete in many areas of the software market [11].
According to Lee and Mendelson [32], the optimal strategies of
these two industries depend on both product timing and com-
patibility. Network effects (the ability to link work to other orga-
nizations, as in supply chains) make compatibility a key compe-
titive factor. Network effects also create an intense competitive
environment, driving profits down if the technologies are in-
compatible. If the OSS can establish itself first, the commercial firm
is always better off mitigating the network effects by following the
OSS lead and designing a compatible product. Sen [33] pointed out
that most OSS are late entrants to the market, already consisting of
proprietary and its complementary/supplementary products. In
order to attract users in this market, the OSS will have to be
compatible with these existing complementary/supplementary
products. Even in a situation where all consumers eventually
adopt the proprietary software, the presence of OSS as a credible
threat drives down prices, thereby increasing consumer surplus.
Open source developers derive not only personal satisfaction from
developing software but they also seek to maximize a measure of
consumer surplus and therefore suffer if incompatibility splits the
market.

Implementation of proprietary systems such as SAP and Oracle
require large amounts of investment and its inherent risk often
makes firms hesitant to invest large amounts in such systems,
especially in the case of SMEs. Paulson et al. [34] studied tradeoffs
Please cite this article as: D.L. Olson, et al., Open source ERP b
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between OSS and proprietary software products. The study re-
jected hypothesized OSS advantages in speed of system develop-
ment, and expected OSS advantages by their being simpler and
more modular. OSS and proprietorial projects studied were found
to have similar development times. Proprietorial projects were
generally found to be simpler in terms of complexity. And OSS
projects had a significant correlation between growing rate and
changing rate, while closed proprietorial projects did not. That
study did find support for two hypotheses. OSS projects led to
more creativity, as measured by functions added over time. And
OSS projects were found to have fewer defects, expected because
of OSS ability to tap a large number of reviewers.
4. The evaluation framework

We build our business model hierarchy shown in Table 1 fol-
lowing Osterwalder and Pigneur [35]. There are two extremes for
software development – in-house development and open source.
There are also two extremes for distribution – copyrighted/pa-
tented fees, and free distribution. In-house development and
proprietorial distribution is the common industry approach in
developed economies, exemplified by Microsoft and Google. In-
house development combined with free distribution is practiced
by IBM with respect to Linux code. Open source development is
used by many, to include companies that use open source code
with proprietorial distribution, such as MySpace and YouTube, as
well as with free distribution, as has been done with Linux oper-
ating system and Wikipedia. In-house development with pro-
prietorial distribution has led to enormous wealth generation in
the cases of Microsoft, Google, SAP, Oracle, and many other soft-
ware firms. But open source development is gaining reputation as
better code with respect to quality and reliability. It also is highly
attractive in developing economies, especially since the options of
distribution are evolving.

In the Web 2.0 environment, information consumers are be-
coming information providers. Pro-sumers (producer and con-
sumer or professional and consumer), highly skilled hobbyists
before Web 2.0, are being replaced by Pro-Ams (those who are
somewhere between professional and amateur) who are creating
contents of value that contribute to society and the economy. The
human brain has limited capacity to process the abundance of
information being generated. The massive amount of information
available from Web 2.0 diverts attention. Attention itself is the
most important value in the Web 2.0 world. How to create new
business models based on this new value is indeed a critical
question.

Value creation includes two processes: production (P process)
and filtering (F process). The majority of Web 2.0 business models
can be explained in P/F model [36]. The P process produces value
and the F process filters by editors selecting and retaining specific
usiness model framework, Robotics and Computer Integrated
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software features. There were only a limited number of people
who, called professionals, could participate in P or F steps in tra-
ditional industrial economic systems. P was limited to reporters in
the press or developers of software firms and F was limited to
editorial writers, managers and marketers. However, in the current
Web 2.0 era, production can be done by the crowd. Scarcity of
information is achieved from filtering or screening by profes-
sionals. Professionals can make the information retained more
valuable by filtering and screening. Therefore, most of the current
Web 2.0 businesses belong to one of the following four models.
When extending this model to open-source ERPs, we limit the
meaning of “open-” only to “free-of-charge” [37].

Model 1: Limited production process, limited filtering process
(free software, no participation by users): All activities are done by
the members/employees. This guarantees high quality of final
products and services after the F process.

Model 2: Open production process, limited filtering process
(hybrid collaboration model such as Linux): P is done by users and
F is done by a small number of professionals. High quality products
and services are guaranteed.

Model 3: Limited production process, open filtering process
(competition model): P is done by a small number of professionals
or Pro-Ams and F is done by public users. F is pre-screened by
professionals then open to public for voting, inducing public par-
ticipation. Public opinions are emphasized. While no existing ERP
systems appear to exist in this model, it can represent internal
knowledge management activities.

Model 4: Open production process, open filtering process:.
Everyone can be a producer. F can also be open to everyone. F
process is more important because of the scarcity of attention.
Quality of final products or services is not guaranteed. While no
existing ERP systems appear to exist in this model, it can represent
external knowledge management activities, drawing upon Web
2.0 links for gaining additional understanding of organizational
problems. Table 1 gives examples of OSS ERP software for each of
these models.

Of these models, only Model 1 has proven to be commercially
viable. The most common business model of OSS is based on a
simple idea – free for use, modification, resale and fee for services
including implementation. Table 1 shows that most ERP-related
open-source software uses the Web for delivery of free software
(Model 1). There is at least one product (OpenMFG) allowing users
to participate in software development, but with software vendor
filtering (Model 2).

While OSS ERP components are widely reported on Source-
Forge.com, rarely if ever are viable commercial products evolving
in a form developed by the community model. Rather, viable
products, distributed as FOS-ERP or not, have some company
distributing them [18]. Major differences between FOS-ERP and
proprietary products are the exposure of source code, meaning
that the client is able to customize. Vendors can also participate in
customization, under various licensing arrangements to impose
control.

In the requirements and preliminary design phases, there is no
clear difference between FOS-ERP and proprietorial development
for a specific client, other than that proprietary products offer
what they view as best practices for generic clients. When design
gets to the stage of business process reengineering, greater dif-
ferences may arise. Evaluating proprietary ERP products involves
comparing alternatives in terms of functionality, total cost of
ownership, and technological criteria. For FOS-ERP, the function-
ality is likely to be reduced (as a price for free software), total cost
of ownership is clouded by uncertainty with respect to im-
plementation, training, and future benefits, and technological cri-
teria involve uncertainty due to lack of experience. FOS-ERP offer
clear cost savings in terms of fees paid to proprietorial
Please cite this article as: D.L. Olson, et al., Open source ERP b
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organizations and ensuing maintenance expenses due to vendor
lock-in. But there is value that proprietorial organizations provide
for those fees.

Among the open-source ERP vendors given in Model 1 in Ta-
ble 1, Compiere has most often been appeared in research articles
and business reports. Compiere recorded more than 1.2 million
downloads of its software and has more than 100 partners in 25
countries. They donot sell software but sell services – security and
support. They do not allow just anyone to contribute code – the
majority of code contributors are trained partners who understand
company's business model. Therefore this belongs to limited P/
limited F model in the P–F model.

The ERP software OpenMFG allows community members in-
cluding customers and partners to get the source code and extend
and enhance it. The company utilizes the enhancements in their
product. This could be an example of typical open P/limited F
model.

So far we have not seen products fitting Models 3 and 4, but
Web 2.0 development can lead to systems of value fitting these
models. Both are open, offering a collaborative environment in-
ductive to innovation. The difference between Models 3 and 4 is
the degree of participation. Internal focus groups working on im-
proved business process development would fit Model 3, while
the inclusion of external ideas would fit Model 4.
5. Conclusion

The research suggests that FOS-ERP offer many opportunities
for their clients. For smaller adopters, there are lower fees paid to
proprietorial firms. This enables ERP to be a viable option for SMEs,
who simply do not have the budget for most proprietary products.
There is a need to differentiate between small and medium en-
terprises. Medium-sized organizations can afford smaller pro-
prietary ERP products, such as those produced by Great Plains
(now Microsoft Dynamics GP), Lawson (now part of INFOR), Sage,
and other vendors. Small enterprises may not be able to afford this
level of expenditure. FOS-ERP offers a viable alternative for these
small organizations. This is also true for local governments and for
firms operating in developing countries. On the downside, lower
costs imply lower functionality, placing added burden on IT staffs
of FOS-ERP adopting clients. For FOS-ERP vendors and consultants,
there are opportunities to gain experience in this emerging mar-
ket, enabling them to provide value to many clients as they gain
experience. There are also opportunities for individuals working in
IT. Experience in implementing FOS-ERP can be a valuable skill
with many, many potential SMEs, governments, and non-profit
organizations as potential employers.

There are massive differences in markets making each of these
variants attractive in some settings. Proprietary mainstays such as
SAP and Oracle target large organizations, and provide top-of-the-
line functionality. Microsoft and other proprietorial vendors sell
their systems for a magnitude less, with less functionality. Vendors
such as SAP utilize OSS as a source of specific functionalities added
to their products. Other vendors, such as Compiere and Nexedi,
develop their systems internally, but distribute these systems
using alternative business models (such as providing the software
free, with billing for services such as installation or maintenance).
This enables coverage not only for medium sized businesses, but
potentially for small enterprises, governmental agencies, or non-
governmental organizations (NGOs). In general, the more func-
tionality or support required, the greater the fees. Thus we think
that there is a great opportunity for small organizations to obtain
enterprise computing at affordable prices as long as they have
technically versed employees able to install and maintain such
systems.
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The primary finding from the evaluation of FOS-ERP business
models is that OSS projects offer opportunities to selectively en-
hance enterprise computing with potential cost savings. FOS-ERP
can be especially rich in enhancing support activities for firms
utilizing ERP, CRM, and SCM. The tradeoff is that implementing
OSS products into existing systems (or constructing systems with
OSS components) is not without cost. There is a need to integrate
the products with services. While the software cost is minimal if
anything, the total cost of ownership can be high. For some pro-
ducts, such as Compiere, OSS ERP products have industry firms
available to serve as consultants, much as Red Hat does with Linux.
While there is cost for such support, it is still unclear what the
total project cost would be comparing with mainline ERP systems
such as SAP or Oracle.

Limitations of this study are that while it reviews open-source
ERP products, there is much that we do not know. Interesting
questions remain about relative usage, as well as trends. We feel
we have detected a viable market for open-source ERP, but do not
have solid evidence of actual use, nor is such knowledge available
at this time.
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